The Evolution of the Storage Bag.

ViaCord’s 5 Compartment Storage Bag is the latest innovation in cord blood banking. Storing cord blood in a multi-compartment bag gives families more options for use – for today’s proven treatments in transplantation, for emerging areas of regenerative medicine and for fulfilling the potential of future cord blood stem cell expansion technology.

- **More Options:** Physicians can access cells from a single collection in as many as five treatments or all at once.
- **Greater Flexibility:** Families can participate in potentially life changing clinical research trials, in areas such as cerebral palsy and autism, without facing the dilemma of using their entire supply.
- **Future Potential:** VC 5X puts families in a position to take advantage of stem cell expansion technologies, should they be realized.

### 2016
**FIVE DOSES**
20% in each compartment

### 2002
**TWO DOSES**
20% in one compartment and 80% in a second compartment

### 1993
**SINGLE DOSE**
100% in one compartment

- **ViaCord was the first** leading family cord blood bank to store newborn stem cells in a multi-compartment storage bag.
- **Cord blood was stored** in a one compartment bag, which allowed families to use the cells in one treatment.
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Banking cord blood does not guarantee that treatment will work and only a doctor can determine when it can be used. Cord tissue stem cells are not approved for use in treatment, but research is ongoing. Copyright © 2017 ViaCord. All rights reserved.